Designed for the way therapists work, InsightGO™ delivers simple, smart, and efficient tools enabling you to document completely and compliantly on the go from your preferred device.

The new InsightGO gives you more of what you need when and where you need it. So you can stay focused on what matters most – caring for patients.

### Technology

**PLATFORM AGNOSTIC**
Document using your preferred device, whether it’s a Mac, PC, tablet or phone, and easily access data across all your devices, whether you’re on the exercise floor, conducting a telehealth visit or working in your office.

**BROWSER-BASED CAPABILITIES**
Leverage the strength of browser-based technologies such as voice-to-text, size adjustments, and accessibility tools.

### Visibility

**EASY TO VIEW PATIENT INFORMATION, CASES, AND CHART NOTES OF OTHER THERAPISTS**
Have patient information all in one place so you can quickly find attachments, documents, insurance, and demographics while you are documenting.

**OPEN MULTIPLE CHART NOTES SIMULTANEOUSLY**
Easy to navigate tab interface lets you work on documentation for several patients at the same time, with access to the full chart history for each.

**NEED TO KNOW INFORMATION AND ALERTS**
Stay on top of what is important without having to dig around. Number of days since surgery, precautions, visit time, total in/out units, and minutes are now at your fingertips.

**ENHANCED SCHEDULE VIEW**
Open and view your schedule for the day with just one click and quickly add notes or make changes.

### Efficiency

**QUICKLY ADD PAST FIELDS**
Historical information from past visits is visible with one click, reducing the amount of information you need to carry forward visit-to-visit ensuring complete but concise documentation.

**TIME-SAVING CHART DESIGN**
A more condensed view with less time clicking and scrolling for faster documentation.

**STAFF-TO-STAFF CHAT**
Easily send messages within the clinic, such as letting therapists know if a patient is running late or that they can take additional time with their current patient.

**GOAL STATUS AT-A-GLANCE**
Easily see which sections have goals and the status of those goals. Easily set goals on-the-fly as you document.

### Ease of Use

**EASY IN-APP LEARNING**
Get up to speed faster with helpful in-app guidance and tutorials right at your fingertips as you document.

**ON-THE-FLY PATIENT NAVIGATION**
Improved interface makes browsing through past notes for a case a breeze.